From Haber

Time for Something New

Moderate
Fritz Haber

What a fortune I have traveled to be a German in the edge of my future miles from Breslau.

This new century the unquestionable leaders in chemistry and physics the time has arrived and the path now seems clearer than ever before but there

greatest minds assembled at the universities. And here I stand at still is a thorn in my
There still is a slight inconvenience that stops me from small complication that weighs down.

Hitting my stride It's a thankless burden for a stand up German on my career It lurks in the shadows of each conversation a.

weight that I must cast aside
whispering doubt at my

Yes there still is a ear.
For someone in my position
For someone with my ambitions
It won't ever let me be,-
Though I may tend to the tree,

this small matter of religion is a pebble in my shoe
There still is this
it's my roots that others see it seems like time for something new

small misfortune that keeps us from high society
There's all doors are opened what's the difference,
Gentile or Jew?
We're

Jewish Women
only a downside to staying on the outside and a few little words can all simply Germans and it couldn't hurt us to give up a tradition or

help set us free, yes, one small change and two.

For someone in my position For someone with my ambitions
It won't ever let me be, - Though I may tend to the tree,
this small matter of religion is a pebble in my shoe
My roots are other see it seems like time for something new
Head winds are strong one must bend some or what else unbreak.
Fair and it will help my career! It's for my children's sake! I'm a chink in my arm or I've got to repair.

Man 1
Woman 1
Man 2
All
some - thing new. When some - thing new. Yes, there still are some

small dis - tract - ions in this flow'r - ing me - ri - to - cra - cy I'm a
start - ing fre sh now, it's for the best now this barr ier's no more. It's a

prac - ti - cal man so I'll do all I can for a foot in the door and a
break with my past and I've moved on at last, lift this weight off my wings, now I'm
chance to succeed so fare-well Bres-lau, In the name of the Father,
surely ready to soar!

the son and the holy ghost, you are now a Christian Wilkom men to the faith.

Fritz, it's important you remember that you are a Jew... But more importantly I'm
fi-nal-ly a Ger-man I have my rea-sons so spare me the ser-mon. It's just a sym-bol, my

way of af-firm-ing I'm to-tall-y de-tur-mined to help make this na-tion great!

Fritz Haber

For some-one in my pos-i-tion For some-one with my am-bi-tions
It won't ev-er let me be, - Though I may tend to the tree,
this small matter of religion is a pebble in my shoe
it's my roots that others see it seems like time for something new

Ensemble

For some-one in my position
For some-one with my ambitions
It won't ever let me be,
Though I may tend to the tree,

this small matter of religion is a pebble in my shoe
it's my roots that others see it seems like time for something new
Seems like time for something new.